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DAN
• DAN has
h achieved
hi d a greatt d
deall – we have
h
440
member schools spread across Australia and New
Z l d
Zealand.
• BUT we have made almost no impact
p on the State
education sector – unlike in the UK.
• Many of the schools represented here today have
clear religious foundations. State schools are
clearly ‘secular’
secular .
• Why, then, should State schools take what DAN
does seriously? And why is DAN relevant for those
pupils in independent schools who do not share a
religious
li i
conviction
i ti ?

THE NATURE OF REALITY
• What is reality?
• What is real?
• Philosophers
p
down the centuries have asked
this.
• It
I was the
h question
i that
h pre‐occupied
i dN
Neo
and Morpheus
p
in ‘The Matrix’
• It is a central question for young people and
schools today – but few are aware of its
significance.

‘TRUTH’ and ‘REALITY’
• The idea of Truth and Reality used to be
unquestioned:
– The Church proclaimed it
– Science
S i
explored
l d it
– Artists p
portrayed
y it
– Philosophers showed how it could be accessed.
• No‐one seriously
i l d
doubted
b d that
h ‘‘reality’
li ’ was there
h
and ‘truth’ was what happened when human
beings accurately portrayed this reality.

Kant
• Kant re‐arranged the furniture. He is described as
having effected a ‘Copernican revolution’
• Kant made a distinction between the Phenomenal
and the Noumenal worlds:
– The phenomenal world is the world of space and time,
the
h world
ld as it
i is
i experienced
i
d by
b us. The
Th world
ld off
everyday life.
– The noumenal world is the world as it is, the world
independent of the way we experience it. This world is
fundamentally inaccessible.

THE mind, the brain and reality
• Th
The mind
i d does
d
nott simply
i l see reality.
lit
• In 1999, Daniel Simons and Christopher Chabris asked
people to watch a video clip and count the times two
teams of players took possession of the ball. 40% of
the
h people
l did not see a man iin a gorilla
ill suit
i entering
i
on the right, doing a jig in the middle of the screen
and
d th
then lleaving.
i
• A similar study had investigators asking a pedestrian
for directions. Whilst in conversations, two men
rudely carried a door between them and the
i
investigator
i
swapped
d places
l
with
i h one off the
h two men.
Only 50% of those interviewed noticed what
h
happened
d (New Scientist 25 March 2006 p. 51)
th

Distorting spectacles
• Ivo Kohler put volunteers in prism spectacles so
that when they turned their heads right objects
became broader and whyy theyy turn left theyy were
smaller. If they moved their heads up and down
objects seemed to slant one way and then another
giving a ‘rocking
rocking chair effect’
effect .
• After several weeks the volunteers had adapted
and whilst
and,
whilst, continuing to use the spectacles,
spectacles saw
the world normally.
• When
e tthe
e spectac
spectacles
es were
e e moved
o ed tthe
ed
distortions
sto t o s
appeared in reverse.
• Reality is, therefore, partly a construct of brain,
mind
i d and
d body
b d interacting
i
i with
i h the
h environment.
i
• Kant was right. The everyday world is partly a
construct.
construct

Reality – and our perception of it.
• Kant was not so much pointing to two separate
worlds, but forcing us to look at reality in two
ways:
– Reality as it is experienced by us
us, and
– True reality independent of the way we experience it
which is in principle inaccessible.
inaccessible

• Hegel dismissed Kant’s ‘real’ world and
postmodernism left us with reality that is
constructed. There is no absolute truth. Truth and
what is real are constructs and depend on our
viewpoint culture
viewpoint,
culture, gender and sexuality
sexuality.

Undermining truth
1. Kant opened up a gap between reality as it is, and
the appearance of reality available to us.
2. Hegel did away with the Kantian ‘real world’ and
showed the extent to which human beings ‘create
create
reality’
3. Dostoyevski’s Ivan Karamazov rejected God
because of the sufferingg of innocent children in
1870.
4 Nietzsche
4.
Niet sche proclaimed ‘The death of God’
5. The slaughter of the First World War seemed to
render all ideas of absolutes obsolete.

FIVE PARTS
Th issue
The
i
off reality
lit can b
be
divided into five headings:
1)) TRADITIONAL VIEWS OF REALITY
2) THE FLIGHT FROM REALITY
3) REALITY TODAY
4) TOWARDS A NEW
UNDERSTANDING OF REALITY
5) THE RELEVANCE OF REALITY TO
EDUCATION TODAY

TRADITIONAL VIEWS OF REALITY

Bronze Age and before
• P
People
l were preoccupied
i d with
ith survival
i l – with
ith
hunting and limited farming.
• Yet the gods were everywhere and there was
(
belief in some form of life after death (excavation
of burial mounds makes this clear).
• There were many gods and they controlled fertility,
the seasons, success in war and the crops.
• Gods were local to streams
streams, fords and crossing
places and they were local to different
communities.
communities
• Primitive priests were the go‐between between
the unseen spirit world and everyday reality.

Jewish thinking
• Ab
Abraham
h
may wellll h
have been
b
the
th first
fi t worshipper
hi
of a single God.
• Jews moved from belief in a God of their tribe ‐ of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob ‐ to belief in a God for
the whole earth (the story of Jonah is part of this
)
transition).
• This single God was utterly transcendent, no
representation could be made of this God and yet
this God dwelt among his people.
• Even when Land
Land, Temple and King (the key marks
of Israel’s identity) were taken away, Israel’s
id tit was maintained
identity
i t i d in
i terms
t
off the
th covenantt
with God.

Christian teaching
• Christian teaching drew heavily on Judaism but
opened worship of a single God to all – “In Christ
Jesus there is no Jew or Greek, no slave or free”.
• Also by doing away with the food laws and the
need for circumcision it opened worship of a single
G d to allll human
God
h
b
beings
i
– particularly
i l l those
h
who
h
had previously been marginalised such as women
and the poor.
• It was also much more convincing intellectually to
an increasingly well educated population who
were weary and
d di
disillusioned
ill i
db
by th
the ttraditional
diti
l
Roman gods.

Christian hierarchy
• Christian understanding of hierarchy was based
partly on Jewish thought and partly on Plato.
• Heaven was transcendent and God lived in
Heaven However Christianity was strongly
Heaven.
incarnational as God came to earth and, whilst
remaining
i i fully
f ll G
God,
d also
l b
became ffully
ll human.
h
• The Church,, and particularly
p
y the Sacraments in
traditional Christianity, were essential in bridging
the gap between the everyday world and the
heavenly world.

Christian worship and practice
• The idea that heaven was ‘above’ (transcendent)
and hell was ‘beneath’ has had a long history.
Many ordinary people thought of these in spatial
terms….
• This idea was dominant in Medieval art and
represented
d the
h generally
ll accepted
d view
i off reality.
li
• The earth was – even after Copernicus
p
and Galileo
– considered by ordinary people to be the centre
of the Universe and to be flat.
flat This fostered the
‘above’ and ‘below’ image.

HOWEVER…
• Orthodox Christian theology recognised that things
were a good deal more complex.
• God did not dwell in a realm called heaven
somewhere in the sky – God was beyond time and
space (wholly simple, timeless and spaceless for
those
h
off our students
d
doing
d i Philosophy
Phil
h off
Religion!).
• So the traditional picture was problematic and is
increasingly so
so.

Inhabitants
• We now know that the earth is a small planet orbiting
an average size star – one of about a billion stars in
one of about a billion galaxies. There is – possibly ‐
nothing special about it.
– Although the ‘goldilocks zone’ may challenge this!

• Evolution is generally accepted and can explain a great
deal (if you are Dawkins it can explain everything).
• The singularity that gave rise to the Big Bang is widely
accepted (although there are alternative theories).
• The old idea of God ‘above’ and heaven ‘below’ do
not make sense. God is not to be found in another
galaxy.

SO WHAT IS REALITY?
• Wh
Whatt ‘reality
‘ lit is’,
i ’ is
i NOT iis simply
i l th
the world
ld as we
experience it. Kant was right, the world we experience
is mediated b
by the categories of o
ourr understanding.
nderstanding
• The quantum world is radically different from
anything
hi we experience.
i
I defies
It
d fi common sense.
• The laws of the Newtonian universe no longer apply
at the quantum level – at the quantum level most of
‘reality’ consists of vast open spaces between
electrons. Particles interpenetrate and pass through
each other.
• At the quantum level there is randomness, whereas at
the macro level there is order – how these worlds are
related is still far from clear.

‘SCIENTIFIC
SCIENTIFIC REALITY’
REALITY

What is scientific reality?
• In the past, it used to be reality that was
observable and testable using empirical
methods.
• Today science accepts that reality is much
more bizarre than this and that even
observing reality is impossible without
affecting
ff
what
h is observed.
b
d
• At the Quantum level
level, common sense no
longer applies. All the old rules break
down….

• At the quantum level, the act of observation
changes the quantum state of affairs.
• Films like ‘WHAT THE BLEEP’ have captured the
imagination Much of the material has NOT been
imagination.
replicated in the laboratory but maybe ‘reality’ is
much
h stranger and
d more complex
l than
h we have
h
hitherto allowed….
• Perhaps consciousness may be primary and matter
secondary…..
secondary
• What is the evidence for reality being different
than we assume?

Interaction between two worlds
• At its base, the universe follows the seemingly
bizarre and paradoxical laws of quantum
mechanics, with particles being in multiple places
simultaneously, connected over distance, and with
time not existing.
• But
B the
h “classical”
“ l i l” world
ld we perceive
i is
i definite,
d fi i
with a flow of time.
• The boundary or edge (quantum state reduction,
or ‘collapse
collapse of the wave function
function’)) between the
quantum and classical worlds somehow involves
consciousness.
i

At the bottom of the diagram, on
the left‐hand side, is the very
shortest time‐scale
time scale which is
physically meaningful. This time‐
scale is about 10‐43 of a second
and is often referred to as the
Planck time‐scale or a 'chronon'.
This time‐scale is much shorter
than anything experienced in
particle physics. For example, the
shortest lived particles, called
resonances last for about 10‐23
resonances,
of a second.
Further up the diagram, on the
left, the day and the year are
shown, and at the top of the
diagram, the present age of the
Universe is shown.

On the right‐hand side of the
diagram, distances corresponding to
these time‐scales
time scales are depicted.
depicted The Radius of visible
length corresponding to the Planck Universe
time (or chronon) is the
fundamental unit of length, called
the Planck length.
These concepts of the Planck time
and the Planck length fall out
naturally when one tries to combine
the physical theories which describe
the large and the small,
small that is,
is
combining Einstein's General
Relativity, which describes the
physics of the very large, with
quantum mechanics, which
describes the physics of the very
small.

REALITY A
HUNDRED
YEARS AGO
COVERED
ROUGHLY THIS
RANGE….

TODAY
REALITY IS
AGREED TO
EXTEND
FROM
O THE
PLANCK
SCALE TO
THE
UNIVERSE

NANOTECHNOLOGY
• Nanotechnology will transform our world in
the next 20 years.
• Nanotechnology represents engineering on a
scale well below that of the microscopic – it
involves engineering the fundamental
structures of matter.
• It is going to have a huge impact on ethics,
finance the divide between rich and poor,
finance,
poor
agriculture, medicine and defence.

Cotton
• Already cotton fabrics can be coated
with a nano shield which will make
them impervious to stains. Nano‐pants are now on
sale.
• Du‐Pont has just invested £100m in a new factor to
produce
d
nano‐cotton. A ffabric
b i with
i h allll the
h
attractions of cotton but which will not tear, stain
or wear out.
• Within 20 years,
years the demand for cotton will
plummet.

•Yet, strangely, in spite of
our knowledge of what is
real havingg increased so
ggreatly,
y, the veryy idea of
realityy is widelyy rejected
j
by many people today.

THE FLIGHT FROM REALITY

• With the collapse of the old certainties, the
idea of any absolutes was widely rejected.
rejected
• ‘Truth’,, ‘Justice’,, ‘The Good’ became
outmoded notions.
• Art showed how much depended on
perspective.
• Dadaism, Surrealism, Cubism emphasised
the importance of perspective – and Dali was
a leader in this.

• All this led to postmodernism – a rejection of
any single way of looking at the world
world.
• This led yyoungg p
people
p to radical relativityy –
what is ‘real’ becomes what we take to be
real.
real
• Absolutes – whether Truth, Beauty or
Goodness have now gone.
• Modern art shows this – the winner of the
Sydney Bicennential modern art prize
exemplifies this….

Winner of the bicentennial Sydney Contemporary art
exhibition prize outside the Sydney Opera House.

Losing sight of reality
• Once we lose sight of reality, then not only do the
old absolutes go.
• Try asking your young people whether they think
that what the Nazis did to the Jews was ‘really’
really
wrong – many will be relativists. If killing Jews is
accepted
d iin some societies,
i i then
h this
hi iis ‘‘true ffor
them’.
• If female circumcision is accepted in some
societies then this is ‘morally
societies,
morally acceptable for
them’.
• Virtual reality then becomes perfectly reasonable.

REALITY TODAY

Perspective determines reality
• The very idea of what is ‘real’ or of Truth (also of
Beauty or Justice) has become relativised.
• What is real is what is taken as real.

• Simulacrum and reality are
i t h
interchangeable.
bl
• Perception and perspective rule and these are
closely tied to relativism – towards what is
generally
ll accepted.
d
• Youngg people
p p (and
(
adults)) are left without the
conceptual tools to questions these assumptions.

What is real?
• This has left people in water world. What is
REAL no longer makes sense since reality
itself is our construct.
• The idea of a transcendent world is
dismissed and we are left in the world in
which we live – a world of surface, of
appearance, off power.
• Art and consumerism reflects this
this.
• Type into a search engine www. philosophy.
com and what do you find?

Web‐site www.philosophy.com
PURITY
SOUL OWNER
“Philosophy’s purity is
“Philosophy?
Philosophy?
Let’s
Letinto
s review
natural
natural.
We come
the
your with
only all
true
assets,
world
the
right you
own your own
and
inclinations,
, we values
are innocent
integrity,
your
thoughts,
your
and
therefore
perceive
things
your actions
andthan
aswords,
they should
be rather
your
destiny
h therefore
how
th
they are.
Our
O destiny.
conscience
i
Are you
proud
isQuestions:
clear, our hands
are
cleanof
what
do?isWhat
and
theyou
world
trulyis your
true net worth
thetime
world
beautiful.
It is atto
this
andwe
to feel
people
around
you?
that
more
blessed,
, to
Are you
really
rich again,
or do you
begin
feeling
young
we
just begin
have money?”
(extra-gentle
must
with the most
daily shampoo)
b i step
basic
t
off all,
ll the
th daily
d il
ritual of cleansing.” (One-step facial
cleanser)

`

• TV, Video games, the media and postmodernism
have come together to form an alliance and people
are ‘fed’ a diet of the simulated.
• Counsellors
ll
and
d school
h l programmes such
h as
‘bounce back’ teach young people to ‘accentuate
the positive’, to ‘feel good’ about themselves.
• Psychologists increasingly see young people who
are damaged, who need drugs (legal and illegal)
and
d who
h self
lf harm.
h
Depression
D
i is
i common.
• When the real world becomes too p
painful – and
people do not want pain – then they can withdraw
into the simulated world.
world

• The computer game SIMS
started the whole process….
• But it has now ggone much
further and millions of adults
as well as teenagers have now
found a ‘second life’…

WELCOME TO

SECOND LIFE

Second Life was set up in 2004 by Linden Lab, a San Francisco entertainment
company
In January 2007 there were 2.8 million users – growing at 20% per month
The BBC rents an island where it holds music festivals
Toyota was the first car maker to exist in Second Life – its sells its Scion brand of cars
The currency of Second Life is the Linden dollar
Reuters has appointed an on‐line reporter in second life (known as Adam Reuters) to
report on the new virtual world
The French National Front has opened a headquarters on Second Life. It has been
attacked
tt k d using
i virtual
i t l guns

‘The Times’ of London – January 25 2007

• “A lot
ot o
of peop
people
e ta
talk about Seco
Second
d Life
e as if itt
is a genuine alternative to the real world but
really
ll it iis a genuine
i alternative
lt
ti to
t Las
L Vegas
V
in which yyou travel from one fake world to
the next, not b yescalator or pretend gondola
but by teleport
teleport.”

‘The Times’ of London – January 25, 2007
• ““I spent Friday
d morning cruising Second
d Life’s
f ’ most
popular pretend venues: Studio 54, a soulless pretend
club
l b I which
hi h you can pretend
d to dance
d
and
d pretend
d to
drink pretend cocktails; something called Amsterdam
which
hi h speaks
k for
f itself;
i lf Dusty’s
’ Rockk ‘‘n Country Lounge;
Simmer’s Paradise, a nudist beach where you can pretend
to lie
li naked
k d iin pretend
dd
deckchairs
k h i or buy
b pretend
d penises
i
to attach to your sexless crotch which throb into life and
spurt forth
f h when
h virtually
i
ll stroked
k d (not
(
having
h i to pay for
f
your genitals is an undeniable advantage of First Life); a
club
l b called
ll d Sleek
Sl k which
hi h boasts
b
‘sex,
‘
yachts,
h escorts,
waterfalls, gym shop, straight, gay, bi‐sexual, lesbian,
h
human
and
d ffurry’.”
’”

• SO WHERE ARE WE:
1. The old understanding of reality has collapsed.
2. We now dimly and partly comprehend our part in the
whole of spatio
spatio‐temporal
temporal reality from the Planck
scale of time and size to the whole history and size of
the Universe.
3. In spite of this, in our society the idea of any
absolutes is widely dismissed – relativism seems to
rule.
4. The idea of the transcendent is generally rejected.
5. People are pre‐occupied with the ‘now’. Death is not
thought about and happiness is seen as an
entitlement.
6. Yet in spite of our material progress, more young
people than ever suffer from depression, despair, self‐
harm or meaninglessness.

TOWARDS A NEW
UNDERSTANDING OF REALITY

FLATLANDS
Imagine a world which is two dimensional –
completely flat.
The inhabitants of this world are all flat as well –
they are different shapes but no height
height….
There is social inter‐action between the shapes and
even a hierarchy – with the shapes tending
towards a circle being higher in the hierarchy than
others.
others
NOW IMAGINE A SPHERE COMES INTO THIS
FLATLAND WORLD. How would it be experienced?

Religious claims
• There are different ways of looking at religious claims:
– One is to see reality as being singular but that there can be
a spiritual dimension of the one reality (Spinoza)
– One is to see the universe itself as ‘in deep God’ – inter‐
penetrated by God‐ and our understanding of religion
needing to be fundamentally re‐assessed to allow the
possibility of consciousness itself affecting reality.
– An alternative is to hold onto the traditional claim of
transcendence but see this in terms of a reality that is in a
different dimension that the scientific method cannot
access.

• If – and it is a big IF ‐ there is an underpinning of
RELIGION and ETHICS
ETHICS, then in what reality are these
grounded? That is a central question today.

WHAT IS DAN ABOUT?
• P
Partly,
tl I suggest,
t we are about
b t a fi
fight
ht tto engage
young people with what is REAL.
• Only if there is REALITY can ideas like:

–
–
–
–

Beauty
Beauty,
Truth,
Goodness
God

• Make any sense at all:
– Deep within many of our young people’s
preconceptions is the view that truth and reality are
thi
things
that
th t we human
h
beings
b i
create…
t AND WE NEED
TO CHALLENGE THIS!

• BUT h
helping
l i young people
l think
thi k about
b t reality
lit is
i a
cross‐curricula exercise. It affects:
– Science
– Mathematics
– Geography
– Historyy
– Art
– Ethics
– Values
– Religion
– And all other subjects….

• RAVE can unite these in a common quest…..

What is the evidence??
• The evidence in favour of quantum reality and how it
behaves is fairly conclusive.
• The evidence for other forms of reality is more
dubious because it cannot be replicated on demand ‐
for instance:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Telepathy,
Dousing
Dousing,
Out of body experiences
Near death experiences
Religious Experiences
Mystical experiences
Experiences of God in prayer

• If any off these
th
are valid,
lid th
then reality
lit has
h a
transcendent aspect that is widely ignored.

THE REALITY OF THE EDUCATIONAL
WORLD TODAY

We educate today…..
• We increasingly educate for
f results.
g
– in Australia,, New Zealand and
• Senior management
Britain – is increasingly pre‐occupied with
management by statistics:
– Value added
– League
L
tables
t bl
– University entrance scores

• There has been a huge increase in administration in
recent yyears in hospitals,
p
, doctors’ surgeries,
g
, schools
and universities.
• The administrators are often paid more than teachers
and they increasingly make the final decisions.

We educate for a narrow range of reality
• W
We educate
d t for
f success att university
i
it and
d then
th tto ‘get
‘ ta
good job’.
• Our students see the main aim of life as ‘being happy’
– most are fairly crude Utilitarians although they may
aspire
i to something
hi more.
• We fill our young people with facts but often with
little understanding, little empathy, little educating in
the emotions or feelings. Mr. Gradgrind has taken
over many off our schools.
• Students are concerned with doing those things that
have measurable outcomes…..
• John Stuart Mill would have recognised
g
the position
p
in
which we find ourselves…

Mill rejected happiness as an aim!
– Mill rejected
j t d personall happiness
h
i
as an aim
i and,
d indeed,
i d d said
id that
th t
if it became an aim it would not be achieved:

• “Ask
Ask yourself whether you are happy
happy, and you cease to be
so. The only chance is to treat not happiness, but some end
external to it, as the p
purpose
p
of life. Let yyour self‐
consciousness, your scrutiny exhaust themselves on that
and, if otherwise fortunately circumstanced, you will inhale
h
happiness
i
with
i h the
h air
i you b
breathe”
h ”
(Autobiography. CW 1 p. 147) )

– Mill even has no difficulty in defining what it is to be human. This includes:

• “… the desire for perfection,
perfection the accusing or approving
conscience, the sense of honour and dignity, the love of
beauty, order, power as an instrument of good and the love
of action.”
(Auguste Compte and Positivism. CW. X, p 295‐6)

• Mill saw ALTRUISM, the good of others, are vital – the one thing
everyone should seek. Happiness might then come as a by‐product.

Mill and education
– Mill had a broad view of education,
education grounded in freedom
freedom.
He said:

• “Whatever
Whatever helps to shape the human being, to make
the individual what he is, or hinder him from being
what he is not…. Is part of his education.”
(Inaugural address to the

University of St. Andrew. 1867)

– Mill would be critical of much modern education:

• “It
It is, no doubt, a very laudable effort in modern
teaching to render as much as possible of what the
young are required to learn, easy and interesting to
them. But when this principle is pushed to the length
of not requiring them to learn anything BUT what has
been made easy and interesting
interesting, one of the chief
objects of education is sacrificed… (education…) is
training up a race of people who will be incapable of
doing anything that is disagreeable to them.”

(Autobiography, CW pps

53 and 55)

WHAT DOES DAN STAND FOR
At one level, RIGOUR AND RELEVANCE in religious and
values education – but perhaps there is more than that…
Perhaps DAN needs to stand for a BROADER VIEW of
education…. That:
– Helps young people engage with what is real rather
than appearance
– Helps students to think deeply about the meaning and
purpose of their lives (if there is any) and about how to
engage with the ‘real’ world
– Helps
H l students
t d t thi
thinkk ’’outside
t id the
th box’
b ’ and
d to
t be
b willing
illi
to think for themselves in ways that modern
educational
d ti
l managementt d
does nott ttend
d tto consider.
id
– Integrates across the curriculum

WHAT DOES DAN STAND FOR
Our greatt schools
O
h l need
d to
t stand
t d ffor a b
broader
d
approach to education.
Seldon – head of Westminster School in England –
is p
pioneeringg this through
g the idea of human
fulfilment.
This is important in science and other fields –
young people need to recognise that more
information and earning money are only part of
what education is about.
They are called to lives of wider service to ‘the
common good’ – to altruism. To stand for Truth,
J ti th
Justice
the search
h ffor what
h t iis R
Real.
l

WHAT DOES DAN STAND FOR
Our students
O
t d t will
ill go onto
t be
b scientists,
i ti t business
b i
leaders,
l d
outstanding sportsmen, doctors – and they will be well
trained to fulfil their roles.
roles
BUT MORE IS NEEDED.
They need to engage with the great questions of life
including ethical questions:
1) What is real and does it matter?
2) How should I live and what sort of person should I seek to
become?
3) Why am I here and, when I look back over my life, what
would I like to see?
4) What can I hope for – in this life and, perhaps, beyond?
DAN CAN HELP SCHOOLS TO ACHIEVE THIS AND
CAN ENCOURAGE OTHERS SCHOOLS TO TAKE THIS SERIOUSLY.

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE

